
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY IN COMPUTERIZED ENROLMENT AND

BILLING SYSTEM THESIS

Enrollment System is a good example of a computer generated process. . Significance of the Study This part of
documentation discusses about the different .

The McMillan Com. Enrollment is the process of entering and verifying data of student to register on a
particular school. In relation to Ahitud et. The knowledge requirements, Software requirements and Hardware
requirements are input needed to implement and use the system. The school wa able to house several delegates
for the 10th World Youth Day. Nowadays most of the companies holds huge amount of data, so basically they
really need a system to hold and manage that data for them. The type of questions is only multiple choices or
true and false, the administrator has an authority to edit the grades with the permission of the instructor. The
school puts premium to its registration. This conducted system goes along the trend of computerization to be
in the field of competitiveness and survive to the complicated works. Calamba, Laguna that the application of
database system to the enrollment process will greatly increase its efficiency; automation of enrollment
process will upgrade the quality of the services provided for the qualified enrollees. For school districts that
are still using a paper-based enrollment system, this process is a prime candidate for becoming a computerized
process. Such errors may lead to negative effects in the creations of reports and in decision making. Both of
the students and teachers are having a hard time in finding the files since this are only kept and written on
papers and there is a large possibility of losing files or data. One for the provider, one for the customer and a
third that represents a banking service. Microsoft Corporation , explained that computer network are collection
of computer and intelligent peripheral equipment that are inter connected by telephone lines, micro wave
relays and other high-speed communication links of the purpose of exchanging data and sharing equipment.
Related Papers. In his study, the proposed system is the Online-Registration system but it is just a sub-system
of Web Portal. Information systems are now being used to further automate the processes. A computerized
system to minimized the lost of record and burden of work was designed by Pajarillo in  The researchers
limited the research with these processes to be able to focus on a certain problem which the entity needs at the
present. In manual way of registering and enrolling students they must have to fill up first using ball pen and
an enrollment form sheet given by their teachers. This includes standardized module for student registration
Student Information System , enrollment, automated fees computation, cashiering and accounting, grade
management, reporting modules, online quiz system and other modules that are deemed necessary to run and
administer school. Once the tenant gives those details, the system will work on it in order to produce outputs
from the entities in the said system. Computer helps to increase the productivity of people. Database â€”
Consist of an organized collection of data for one or more uses, typically in digital form. In , It was rebuilt
with the provisional church through the efforts of Fr. Geronimo Reyes and sat as the new School Director.
And one of the solutions in this problem is to make their manual enrollment into a computerized system. The
user must be interview and gathered the computer literate information needed. Tenants of the dormitory came
from different provinces who are usually college students. To build a healthy relationship with the teachers,
staff, parents, and students was the main thrust. According to Dunn and Scott , science and technology is the
root of emerging innovations in this world.


